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Prologue
Twenty years old,
“Everything was fun and exciting back then...
Of course, there were bad times, too…
But those were the days when I could truly feel all the
emotions around me.
I didn‟t know it at the time.
The fact that those were the best moments of my life,
and I would never get them back.”

Do you want to hear our music?

Story
Let me listen to the brightest moments of your life...
Se-gyeong is a singer-songwriter with a rare disease: she has to eat ramen noodles in
order to live.
Sung-won and Hye-won are the vocal and drummer for a rock band who live and die for
music.
Jin-hee wants to preserve the songs she loves and Ji-hoo falls in love with her.

The brightest sounds of youth that will never return...
The song of our twenties begins!

About the Movie 1
The Best of Chungmuro and K-Pop Come Together
SIN Se-gyeong, LIM Seul-ong, LEE Jong-hyun,
KANG Min-hyuk, and BAEK Jin-hee: Their Harmony Begins!

<Acoustic> is the lively, fantastical story of youth trying to reach their dreams, hopes, and love
through music. The brightest young talents of the Korean film and music industry have come
together in this star-studded cast of SIN Se-gyeong, LIM Seul-ong (of 2AM), LEE Jong-hyun and
KANG Min-hyuk (of CNBLUE) and BAEK Jin-hee.

SIN Se-gyeong is the striking young actress who shows off her vocal skills as a singer-songwriter
with a rare disease--she cannot survive without ramen noodles.

LIM Seul-ong is a member of the vocal sensation 2AM and has made a successful debut with his
performance in the hit TV drama series, <Personal Taste>. He creates the perfect duo with actress
BAEK Jin-hee, the most-watched new star of Chungmuro who received much acclaim through her
performance in the feature film, <Bandhobi>. The two play a quiet and unpredictable boy and girl
caught up in a mysterious and fantastical melodrama.
Joining them are LEE Jong-hyun and KANG Min-hyuk, the vocal and drummer of the popular Kpop band CNBLUE. They take on their first acting endeavors as members of a struggling indie
band whose eyes are opened to a new world of music through a chance meeting with a certain
bakery owner.

<Acoustic> will capture the exhilaration and angst of the first years of youth through its
sentimental melodies and the captivating performances of some of the brightest young stars in
the industry.

About the Movie 2
Youth Sings of Love and Dreams!
The birth of a musical film which captures the innocent sentiment of youth at
its peak!

<Acoustic> is

a

coming-of-age story

which will fill the hearts of audiences with
the heartwarming melody of young hopes
and dreams. The amazing soundtrack
recreates the essence of excitement and
angst that defines one‟s early twenties.
These are the years when everything is
exciting and new, but also a time of
struggling to find your place in the world.

These brilliant moments of youth are captured through breathtaking visuals, coupled with
beautiful music. With the actual cast being just over twenty themselves, they deliver a profound
sense of reality through their sincere performances. By showing the pains and hardships of
entering one‟s twenties through their own, personal interpretations, the cast aptly connects with
the audience. We see an ambitious singer-songwriter who longs to make her music known
throughout the world.

A struggling rock band has to sell their guitars in order to survive. In a time when sound can
become a weapon, a young girl fights to preserve the songs of the past she holds dear to her
heart. All of these young characters in their early twenties are devastated by the harsh reality of
life, but they still hold dreams and passion in their hearts. This film is a light, cheery illustration of
just how these youth venture ahead in the world through the mechanism of music. <Acoustic> is
an astounding collaboration of music and film and breaks down the border between the two art
forms. The everyday of inexperienced young men and women and their insatiable passion for the
future is combined with beautiful music and helps audiences relive the spirit of youth.

About the Movie 3
The Most Fantastical and Innovative Imaginations!
A quirky young woman, a nostalgic bakery, and the iPhone of the future!

Just like its cast of fresh new talents
from

various

industries,

the

film

<Acoustic> is chock-full of original
episodes and a boundless imagination.
SIN Se-gyeong plays the role of Segyeong, a singer-songwriter with a rare
disease. The exact medical definition is
Spontaneous intracerebral hemorrhage
in which a patient must continually
take in a certain amount of sodium in order to survive. Thus, Se-gyeong‟s main source of
nutrition becomes none other than instant ramen noodles. In one particular scene, we watch Segyeong struggle with all the strength in her body in order to break apart her wooden chopsticks.
The quirky, yet seriousness of the scene is enough to make the audience fall for her charms.
LEE Jong-hyun and KANG Min-hyuk are the vocal and drummer of Taj Mahal, a struggling visual
rock band. With nothing but a guitar between them, the two become caught up in an argument
with the sketchy bakery owner. They end up having to sell the one guitar they value more than
their own lives, but the two still cannot give up on their musical aspirations. Laughter continues
to ring throughout the theater as we watch the two continue on this crazy day, especially due to
the oblivious naiveté of Hye-won, played by KANG Min-hyuk.
Far in the future where music has gone and sound has become a weapon, even iPhones have
become antiquated objects of the past. Jin-hee is a young girl who still carries the melodies of
old dear to her heart. With the revolutionary iPhone as a starting point of the journey, Jin-hee
and Ji-hoo, a student who studies sound, begin to learn to communicate with their own history
and with the music of the past. Like so, <Acoustic> presents the little down-to-earth, everyday
stories of youth through refreshing twists of imagination and fresh new ideas.

Production Note
<Acoustic> Shows the Music and Plays the Heart
Meet the brilliant sound of the star-studded cast!

<Acoustic> is a film which showcases young music, which makes the soundtrack itself just as
important as the fresh and sincere performances of the young cast. Throughout the film,
members of the cast sing and perform the songs themselves, stirring up the audience with the
same naïve emotions we all feel in our early twenties (with songs like “L.O.V.E”, “HIGH FLY”, “The
Dangerous Confessions of Broccoli”, and more).

HAN Hee-jeong is a singer famous for her talent
and charm in Korea‟s indie music scene. Her song,
“The Dangerous Confessions of Broccoli” was
described as “the best music to represent today‟s
youth group” by Director YOO Sang-heon. In the
film, SIN Se-gyeong plays a singer-songwriter and
reinterprets this song into her own, unique style and captivates the audience. In real life, this song
was one of SIN Se-gyeong‟s favorite songs and SIN was dedicated enough to personally learn the
guitar music for the film. While shooting her performance for the film, the entire crew was blown
away by her powerful voice.

LEE Jong-hyun and KANG Min-hyuk are members of CNBLUE, the hit boy band rising to
international stardom with a tremendous following in Japan, Taiwan, and Southeast Asia. In
<Acoustic>, the two become members in the struggling rock band „Taj Mahal‟. Despite their
rigorous schedule, LEE Jong-hyun and KANG Min-hyuk filmed a charismatic live performance at
Rolling Hall in Hongdae. The compelling energy and passion of their stage performance instantly
turned the shoot into an actual concert and captivated the entire cast and crew.

LIM Seul-ong and BAEK Jin-hee also recorded rock and swing versions of the song “L.O.V.E” for
the soundtrack, creating a wonderful variation of music to accompany the fall season. This
passionate and dedicated performances of the lead cast of <Acoustic> is sure to leave a lasting
impression on the audience by visualizing music and playing the songs in their hearts.

Production Note
Shooting in the Intense Heat of Summer
Young stars demonstrate unstoppable patience and spirit!
The intense weather conditions during the shoot
of <Acoustic> demanded much patience and
stamina from the cast and crew. It was especially
difficult for the cast to concentrate on their roles
while the awful humidity of summer left them
drenched

in

sweat

even

when

they

were

standing still. Needing to eliminate the slightest
noise, they couldn‟t even dream of turning on
the air conditioning. To make things worse,
KANG Min-hyuk required a mess of curls in order to fit his bright and innocent character. The
curls fell apart in the high humidity and the hair team had to continually touch-up his hair
throughout the hectic shoot. The cast and crew were literally sweating it out. But even in such
harsh conditions, cast members such as LEE Jong-hyun and KANG Min-hyuk still managed to
dedicate themselves to their roles and even liven up the set with their jokes and charm.
In one of the episodes set in the future, the iPhone has become an artifact on display at a
museum. It is a period when sound itself has become a weapon and music has vanished. It was
crucial for the crew to find the right mixture of
futuristic

elements

within

a

space

that

represented void and ruin. The crew finally
found a closed amusement park perfect for
capturing the barren image they needed, but
the park was being renovated by the time it
came close to the scheduled shoot. They were,
however, fortunately able to find a junkyard a
few hours away from Seoul and transform it
into the perfect barren space for the episode.

Character & Cast
A Casual Tone Steals the Heart!
“I have to make them hear this song…”
Se-gyeong| SIN Se-gyeong
Se-gyeong has a rare disease in which she needs to eat
ramen noodles in order to live. There is a certain song
stuck in her head and there‟s no telling if this will be the
last song of her life. She runs away from the hospital in
order to make the world listen to this song, “The
Dangerous Confessions of Broccoli”. The tones of her voice
are so profound and mysterious that they can move the
hearts of anyone who listens. But as she struggles for an
opportunity to sing her song in front of an audience, her body begins to grow weaker by the day...
SIN Se-gyeong is a talented young actress known for her graceful figure, elegant looks, and
natural style of acting. She broke into the industry as the poster model for legendary singer SEO
Tae-ji‟s 1998 album, “Take 5”. The depth of her eyes beyond her young age was what captured the
attention of the nation. SIN has since cultivated her acting skills through performances in such
films as <My Little Bride>, <Cinderella>, and <Five Senses of Eros>. In 2010, SIN Se-gyeong
played a breakthrough role in her career in the hit TV sitcom, <High Kick2>. SIN Se-gyeong is
currently the greatest rising star in TV and film. In the film <Acoustic>, SIN transforms into a
singer-songwriter and reveals her long-hidden vocal talents as well as her amazing mastery of the
guitar. She is sure to mesmerize the audience by showing her true colors through the beautiful
music in the film.

Filmography
FILM
2009 <Five Senses of Eros>
2006 <Cinderella>
2004 <My Little Bride>
TELEVISION
2010 <High Kick2>
2009 <The Great Queen Seondeok>

Character & Cast
Her Melody Makes My Heart Beat!
“That song you were humming... It has actual lyrics!”
Ji-hoo | LIM Seul-ong
Ji-hoo (LIM Seul-ong) is an exemplary college student who researches and studies acoustics. On
one random day, he meets a kooky girl named Jin-hee (BAEK Jin-hee) and can‟t help being drawn
to her for some unknown reason. But this mysterious girl always seems to be carrying an iPhone
in her hand—a historic artifact by their time, something people could only find on display in
history museums. For the first time in his life, Ji-hoo is able to truly listen to and appreciate music
because of Jin-hee. Ji-hoo tries to help Jin-hee overcome her pain and grows further immersed in
music and in love.

LIM Seul-ong of the group 2AM made his successful acting debut in the hit TV drama series
<Personal Taste>. LIM has been showing off his talents in many other outlets besides music and
as a result, has become the most-watched teen idol in the industry.

His characteristic charm and

wit has helped him appear as the MC of such entertainment TV programs as “We Got Married:
Season 2”, where LIM always has the audience breaking out in laughter. He has also recently
appeared in MBC‟s drama miniseries <Lunch Box> alongside actress LEE Min-jeong, continuing his
various endeavors as an actor. LIM Seul-ong is a top entertainer on the big and small screen, as
well as one of the forerunners in the new Korean wave of young K-pop idols in Asia. But the most
promising potential in this young star is his true determination and passion for acting itself and
not just as part of his various activities in the entertainment industry. The sincerity and
earnestness in this young star‟s eyes can be seen on the big screen in <Acoustic>.

Filmography
TELEVISION
2010 <Personal Taste>, <Lunch Box>

Character & Cast
Hunger Goes, But Music Lasts Forever!
“What have you ever done for us and our music?!”
Seong-won | LEE Jong-hyun
Seong-won is the lead vocal and guitarist for the rock band, Taj Mahal. Music is his entire life. He
lives it, breathes it, and will gladly die for it. But he and his drummer, Hye-won, are always
struggling to get by on music alone. After countless nights of worrying and agonizing over the
situation, they finally decide to sell their guitar in order to survive. But only to make matters even
more grim, Hye-won makes a devastating mistake and loses the guitar! As they stand helpless in
the face of musical success and everyday survival, they face the greatest incident of their lives
which remind them just how essential music truly is.

LEE Jong-hyun is a real life vocal and guitarist for the hit K-pop boy band CNBLUE. LEE‟s tall and
handsome looks are creating quite the sensation all over Asia. Before CNBLUE made their major
debut, the group spent much time in Japan as a struggling indie band. This past experience was
what LEE looked back on throughout his performance in <Acoustic>. He has also admitted that
this experience has helped him to “remember the passion and fire of the old days” when they
were just starting out as a band. During the film shoot and even while shooting the movie poster,
LEE Jong-hyun showed off his guitar skills and amazing voice to liven up the energy on set. LEE
makes his debut as an actor in this fall‟s <Acoustic> and his passion and love for the film is sure
to shine through the big screen.

Character & Cast
I Can’t Stand Hunger!
An Adorable Rock Band Drummer
“Man, couldn’t we just sell the guitar?”
Hye-won | KANG Min-hyuk
Hye-won is upbeat and naïve, the younger member of
Seong-won‟s band. He loves music more than anything,
but not enough to keep starving all the time. Hye-won
takes it up upon himself to go out and sell their guitar,
but he loses his patience as he passes by a bakery on
the way. Overcome by his growling stomach, he stops
at the bakery and eats to his heart‟s content. Back on
the street, something feels a bit off to Hye-won... He finally realizes that he has left the guitar
back at the bakery. Seong-won joins him as the two launch an attack on the bakery.

KANG Min-hyuk is the popular drummer of the boy
band CNBLUE. His image is reminiscent of the soft, yet
masculine features of stars like SOH Ji-sup and YOO
Seung-ho, creating quite the sensation among the
band‟s female fans. KANG is the youngest member of
CNBLUE and was also the youngest member of the
cast of <Acoustic>. Like so, his energetic spirit and
beaming smile was what made him the very mascot of the set. Despite being the youngest and
least-experienced, KANG gave everything he had into his performance and delivered many laughs
to the crew exhausted by the intense summer heat. KANG has said that his experience with
<Acoustic> has opened his eyes to the fun and excitement of acting and although it wasn‟t easy,
he would like to continue acting if he were given the opportunity. KANG Min-hyuk transforms into
the lovable rock band drummer Hye-won, showing audiences a heightened level of depth in
music and acting that they had yet to see on stage.

Character & Cast
A Lonely Girl Nostalgic for Songs of Old
“I can blackout the explosions if I listen to music...”
Jin-hee | BAEK Jin-hee

In a future where sound has become a weapon and music has vanished, a young girl fights to
preserve the music of the past. Times have changed so drastically that the iPhone is now nothing
more than a rare historic artifact. Jin-hee always stands by her lonesome with an iPhone in her
hand which she uses as a mirror. Then one day, a college student named Ji-hoo appears before
her. Ji-hoo is studying acoustics and recognizes sound as nothing more than a dangerous weapon.
Jin-hee sees sound as a reverberation of one‟s deepest emotions. The two different young man
and woman begin to fill each other‟s void and come to understand love and friendship.

BAEK Jin-hee made her big screen debut in 2008 with her performance in the acclaimed
independent film <Missing Person>. She went on to play the lead in Director SHIN Dong-il‟s
<Bandhobi>, which won the Audience and Critics‟ Award at the 2008 Jeonju International Film
Festival, as well as the Best Film Award at the 31st Three Continents Film Festival at Nantes.
Despite her limited experience on the screen, BAEK was noted for her powerful performance in
the film and was nominated for the Best New Actress Award at the Paeksang Arts Awards. She
also made the list of Cine21‟s “New Actresses to Watch” that year. Her petite figure and innocent
image carries within an impressive passion for the art—BAEK has been quoted on her affection
for “films that have a clear subject and are conscious of its own theme”. She was also the center
of all attention as she appeared in the sex comedy <Foxy Festival>, starring opposite the
critically-acclaimed actor RYU Seung-bum. In <Acoustic>, BAEK plays the part of Jin-hee, a lonely
young girl with a nostalgic ear for songs of the past. Her transformation into the endearing, yet
daring young schoolgirl will ensure her a place in the hearts and memories of audiences this Fall.

Filmography
2010 <Foxy Festival>
2009 <Bandhobi>, <The Naked Kitchen>
2008 <Missing Person>

Director
Perfectly Slow and Unassuming...
A Comforting Film You Can Relate To!
“Today’s youth is filled with big dreams,
but the obstacles of reality always stand in their way...
I hope they will find hope through music,
and through the connections they make with others.”

Director | YOU Sang-hun
Director YOO Sang-heon‟s short film <8/10000>
(2007) was screened at the Mise-en-Scene Short
Film Festival and PiFan (Puchon International
Fantastic Film Festival). The film created a great
sensation throughout the industry with its
sensual visuals.
The feature film <Acoustic> showcases YOU‟s
delightful imagination and distinctively innovative directing style.

INFLUENCE: noun
1. the action or process of producing effects on the actions or behavior of others
I want this to be a film in which you can really hear the music.
An opportunity to sense the presence that music has...
Realize how we often find ourselves already humming along.
Early in the morning, you could be walking down the same street,
standing the in the same place you‟ve been in a hundred times.
If you happen to hear a random song playing from the speakers then,
that song will often stay on the edge of your lips for the entire day.
You become addicted, in a sense, to one particular verse and not the whole song.
That‟s how I would want the audience to relate to this film and its music.
Not as merely the soundtrack of a film, but more like hearing the film itself as music.

